New and Transforming Church Commission
CCDOCGKC
Minutes for February 7, 2018
Thou Mayest Coffee

Present: Jose Martinez, Travis Smith-McKee, Tim Mabbott, Carl Stuckey, Casey Sigmon, Bill Rose-Heim
Absent: Johnny Lewis, Sharon Cantrell

CURRENT NEW CHURCH UPDATE

- Update on Powershift (Casey and Jose)
  - Maintenance mode of leadership, vacuum, in need of visioning leadership
  - Jose suggests they hire an interim
    - where would the resources come from to hire an interim?
    - is it a Transformational or New Church?
    - What is the relationship with Raytown?
  - Would Raytown hire an Associate to serve as a bridge between Powershift and Raytown as well as to build bridges in a community with changing demographics?
    - Invite leaders from Powershift to a conversation about this option to lay out the options, which way do you want to go?
    - Casey will call Lisa again. Jose will email.

OBRA HISPANA UPDATE

- Report from Edith Mendoza, who will no longer be on the NTCC
- Bill is meeting with the group tonight to find out what they need from the region
- Marriage retreat being organized by the Obra as well to offer the region

SEARCH TEAM UPDATE

- Search is underway and team has gathered to look at broad sketch of timeline and to strategize broadcasting the call
- Promo Video will be made for broadcasting-
  - Professional Bids brought forward-
    - $1,000 Rondevu Pictures
    - $1,750 GeereD Up Films (2 videos in one, see bid)
    - $750-$1,000 Gary Arnold Seevers
  - Decision: go with Gary Arnold Seevers
    - INVOICE needed from Gary Seevers ASAP for Check Request
Talking heads to speak to what is going on in KC with New and Transforming Church: Mary Lou, Casey, Johnny??

NEW CHURCH TRAINING ($8,000 budget)

- Missiongathering Updates? How much will it cost?
  - Costs anticipated around $3,000 (Travis, Amy, Erin, Jose)

- Q 2018, Nashville April 11-13 ($425 single rate, $399 2+...2/21)
  - Jose

- Inhabit Conference, Seattle April 27-28 ($139 single rate, $129 2+)
  - Casey (will read the New Parish beforehand)

- Amplify Conference, Chicago June 26-28, Ed Stetzer ($99-$149)
  - Jose

DISCUSSION AROUND REGIONAL ASSEMBLY-MISSIONAL THEME?

- Bring in Ed Stetzer and Rich to talk about this change as good news
- “This is where we are going” as the posture of the presentation...And you all are a part of it! The Good News of what is happening in the region!
- Develop promotion/campaign to tell this story
- Training pastors in the region...would regional interim regional ministers assist transitioning congregations to not just be in survival mode

BOOK of the MONTH?

- 5Q Reactivating the Original Intelligence and Capacity of the Body of Christ, Alan Hirsch

NEXT MEETING March 21st 10am at City Market Coffee or Westport Coffee

- Will discuss 5Q
- Will discuss Missiongathering-Revive
- Jose will present on the Barna Research
- Updates on Search
- Updates on Powershift